ALERA
Knowledge is Power

CASE STUDY

OPERATIONAL
CONTROL
See how Alera forms and dashboards were used to eliminate
operator data input error and reduce costs

THE PROBLEM

Our customer was using manual forms to collect data on their site. The
site operators would manuall write down items such as meter reading and these paper based forms were then manually input into the
customers excel spreadsheet on a daily basis.
This process was both inefficent and costly as hand writing was hard to
read which led to input errors, which in turn led to a lack of confidence
in the data being correct.
In addition the manual inputting was costing an additional £350 per
week in staff costs.
Our solution was to implement Alera forms together with an alera
dashboard to reduce double handling of data, to improve accuracy of
data and to reduce costs.
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THE SOLUTION
The implemetation of tablet or phone based Alera forms means that data input by operators in the field
means that input errors are elimated and the data synchronisess seamlessly with the customers new
dashboard
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THE BENEF IT S

I M P R OVE D ACCURACY
RE D UCE D COSTS
B E T TE R V I S I BI LI TY
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Data input accuracy
improved to 100%

Costs were reduced by Data visibility for team
£20,000 per year
By collecting accurate and timely data

In order to create actionable data it is im-

By removing the need for manual reentry

portant that data viewed by the team is

the customer was able to save over

accurate and timely. Input errors reduce

£20,000 per annum in extra staff fcosts

confidence and the teams ability to act
on data
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through Alera form the customer was
now able to create and share Alera Dashboards across the team seamlessly. the
team was now able to work with a single
version of the truth available to everyone

Contact us to find out how Alera unlocks the power of your data

WEBSITE: WWW.AWSPOWER.COM
EMAIL: ALERA@AWSPOWER.COM
TELEPHONE: 01285 641600
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